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Original Rock/Reggae with sulfurous female vocals and global flavors. "A pleasant mutually exclusive to

No Doubt"---- NY Rock 6 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modernistic Sway World-wide Reggae Jr. Songs Details:

The baby brother of the full length debut CD by AaVaA appropriately titled Jr. This EP contains 6 of the

12 tracks you will find on the full length CD, which was released summer 2004 to rave reviews:

"Annastasia can move from belting it out to shy schoolgirl in a heartbeat, and admirably covers all points

in between... a pleasant mutually exclusive to No Doubt"---- NY Rock "AaVaA has it all... musicianship

and control in their songwriting... very refreshing... Sway Reggae, Latin and a little Jazz... very unique...

Anna's style of singing ranges from gutsy, to the sexy jazz style of Norah Jones... Virtually every song has

the potential for radio play" ---- Breakthrough Connections "The main difference between Annastasia

Victory and Gwen Stefani is that Victory can also belt it out as well as purr... this is radio worthy" ----

Collected Sounds "It's power pop-it's reggae... body-moving with thump thump drums, muscular guitars,

rumbling bass... intellectual with creative arrangements, skillful performances, interesting lyrics... complex

and highly structured... I love the vocals... a tight, proficient band"---- Jahworks "Annastasia's vocals are

smooth and sexy... experience a new global in their unique diverse music mixture"---- Cool NY "An

intriguing blend of Rock and Reggae... sophisticated, lyrically and musically"---- Dagwood Radio "Front

woman Annastasia Victory delivers a distinctive other-globally quality... exotic... an uncommon spark"----

Fufkin.com AaVaA invites anyone who hears the CD to return to this page and leave a review of the

record, but please be honest, we need to know what you did and didn't like so we can continue to make

the best records we can (for us and you). Thank you for dropping by to visit AaVaA. We hope to see you

again very soon.
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